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• Goal of a pediatric anesthesia fellowship is to train 
individuals who can independently manage all perioperative 
aspects of a patient regardless of age or severity of illness. 

• Current evaluation systems rely on numerical scores to 
show progression.  

• Adult training focuses on independence and case complexity
• Pediatric training adds a third component: age.
• Independence, case complexity, and age can be combined 

to form a cube that visually expresses competency as the 
volume of the cube.

• We propose that using this visual format improves 
communication of fellow evaluation results.

• Attending anesthesiologists evaluate fellows on preoperative 
planning, intraoperative management, postoperative 
planning, and technical skills, using a structured 
questionnaire (Table). 

• Evaluators rate a fellow’s level of independence, and the 
youngest age and highest ASA status of the patient for whom 
the fellow can care independently. 

• Higher ratings indicate greater independence, younger age, 
and higher ASA status

• The cube volume formed by these three dimensions 
expresses overall competency.

Figure. Sample three-dimensional representation of a pediatric anesthesia fellow’s competency as a percent 
of maximum attainable competency. Initial evaluation on top and subsequent evaluation on bottom. 

• Since 2015, we have used cube volume, as a percent of 
attainable maximum (Figure), to summarize a fellow’s 
competency at 3-4 time points during the year. 

• Change in cube volume was used to illustrate a fellow’s 
progress. 

• The shape of the cube facilitated discussion about fellows’ 
different educational needs. 

• For example, one fellow may be able to function 
independently over a large range of complexity, 
but only in older patients; whereas another fellow 
with a similar cube volume may function less 
independently, but over a broader age range. 

• Using numerical questionnaire responses, we have 
constructed a three-dimensional representation of fellow 
competency that facilitates fellow evaluation and discussion 
of their educational plan. 

• Increasing cube volume over time succinctly summarizes 
the clinical maturation of the fellow. 

• The cube format shows fellows aspects of their clinical skills 
that may need more attention, and encourages a well-
rounded comprehension of their current skill sets. 

• This novel evaluation tool has been well received in our 
department, and has provided fellows with a graphical 
representation of their progress throughout their fellowship 
training. 


